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UNIT 4 - WILD ANIMALS

A Read the sentences, look at the picture clues and do the crossword puzzle.

B Complete the sentences with the correct words.
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2. I am a bird. I have very big eyes. I hunt at 
night.

4. I am a bird. I have large wings. I hunt other 
animals such as rabbits and mice.

7. I am a fish. I have very sharp teeth. I am 
dangerous to other animals and people. 

8. I am a reptile. I can be poisonous. I am long 
and slim. I can’t walk. I have a long tongue 
too.

1. I am a mammal. I have a pocket on my 
stomach. I carry my baby in it. I can jump 
high.

3. I am a small reptile. I have four short legs 
and a long tail.

5. I am a big herbivorous mammal. I have a 
long nose.

6. I am a fish. I live in the oceans. I am big and 
heavy. I am the biggest animal in the world.

1. Oceans are the ..................................................... of some animals such as fish and octopuses. 
2. Elephants, rhinos and pandas eat plants. They are ..................................................... . 
3. Many snakes are ..................................................... . Their bite can kill you.
4. Dinosours are ..................................................... . They don’t live on Earth anymore. 
5. Zebras have black and white ..................................................... on their fur.
6. Lions, tigers and crocodiles are ..................................................... . They eat only meat. 
7. Whales are ..................................................... animals. They are so big. They are larger than 

all the other fish species.
8. Snakes, lizards and crocodiles are ..................................................... ; they are cold-blooded 

animals, and scales cover their bodies.
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stripes       reptiles       herbivores       carnivores       enormous       habitat       poisonous       extinct
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1. ..............................................................................

2. ..............................................................................

3. ..............................................................................

4. ..............................................................................

5. ..............................................................................

6. ..............................................................................

7. ..............................................................................

1. 
Animals’ Natural 

Habitats
3 desert
3 ocean
3 forest
3 grassland
3 - - - -

 Which of the following DOES NOT complete 
the list above?

 A) mountain B) cage
 C) jungle D) sea

2. James : What should we do to protect  
  endangered animals?

 Kayla : - - - -.

 A) We shouldn’t stop global warming
 B) We shouldn’t protect wildlife
 C) We should cut down trees
 D) We should save their natural habitats

3. 

Mammals
• elephant

• whale

• - - - -

• snake

• lizard

• - - - -

Reptiles

 Which of the following completes the table?

 A) bear / horse B) penguin / dolphin
 C) panda / crocodile D) owl / gorilla

4. The dodos are - - - - animals. People killed 
them all. There are no dodo birds today.

 A) extinct B) endangered
 C) poisonous D) dangerous

5. Tigers are great hunters. They follow and run 
after their - - - -, catch and kill them.

 A) fur B) skin
 C) prey D) tusk

C Look at the list and make sentences using 
should or shouldn’t.

D Circle the correct option.

- keep seas clean
- plant trees
- wear fur
- cut down trees
- pollute water and air
- protect wildlife
- destroy forests 
- save natural habitats

E.g. We should keep seas clean.
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A

1. KANGAROO
2. OWL
3. LIZARD
4. EAGLE
5. ELEPHANT
6. WHALE
7. SHARK
8. SNAKE

 
B
1. habitat 2. herbivores
3. poisonous 4. extinct
5. stripes 6. carnivores
7. enormous 8. reptiles

C
1. We should plant trees.
2. We shouldn’t wear fur.
3. We shouldn’t cut down trees.
4. We shouldn’t pollute water and air.
5. We should protect wildlife.
6. We shouldn’t destroy forests.
7. We should save natural habitats.

D
1. B    2. D    3. C    4. A    5. C


